GATOR TOTE ™ Carry All #12950
Tough as an alligator’s hide yet soft as a butterfly’s wings, our colorful
GATOR TOTE™ bags are made from the same sort of tough, pliable, stylish
EVA polymer that made Crocs® footwear so popular. Just as Crocs® are
comfortable to wear and incredibly durable, our GATOR TOTE™ is a pleasure
to carry and use. It weighs next to nothing, withstands almost any kind of
punishment and even has two water drain holes in the bottom. Use GATOR TOTE™
to carry gear to the beach or pool—or to transport food and beverages to
picnics, groceries from the market. It’s also wonderful for organizing toys and
art supplies at home. It’s the cool new way to tote your stuff! Ages 3 & Up!
Measures 13” x 12” x 6.5” (12)

18” SUPER SOFTSLINGER™ #12203
In POP Display of 12
No more OUCH! With its super comfortable rim and wide 18” diameter, this flying disc is
more user-friendly...and more fun! Unlike hard plastic models, the SUPER SOFTSLINGER™
is made of a soft, durable foam fabric that’s easy on the hands. It’s great for young children
to learn with, and older kids prefer them as well.... easier to grasp, throw and catch. Plus
it can be used indoors and out, or even in the pool. Comes in 3 assorted colors in POP.
Ages 4 & Up. Product Dimensions: 1” x 17.5” Diameter.
POP Display Dimensions: 18.25” x 18.25” x 14” (12)

NEW! 12" SUPER SOFTSLINGER™ #12202
AQUA PUMP ROCKET ™ JR
Double Water Set #12920
For aqua fun, mount a soft, safe foam rocket, then pump the launcher, and
watch it fly...up to 100 feet! Created for use in and around water, water- proof construction
means kids can now engage in pool battles and lakeside distance contests. Includes patented
Thrust Booster™ for added flight time and distance. Set includes two launchers and four rockets.
Ages 4 & Up! Package Dimensions: 17.5” x 9.75” x 1.75” (12)

AQUA PUMP ROCKET™ JR
In POP OF 36 #12929
Same as #12920 above but cello packed as a single assembled launcher and
rocket shipped in a POP Display of 36 pieces. Waterproof construction means kids can now
engage in pool battles and lakeside distance contests. Ages 4 & Up! POP Dimensions: 31” x 10.25” x10.25”
Item Dimensions: 29.75” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)
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WATER POWERED FUN

In POP Display of 18
Now available in a smaller 12” diameter version for younger kids, the newest addition to our SUPER SOFTSLINGER family is SO much more fun than
traditional, hard-edged discs. No more banged-up fingers, bruised arms, or traumatized pets! Gentle, springy foam edge never causes pain, making it
more attractive for younger children to learn and perfect their throwing form. Safe to use indoors or out.
Ages 3 & Up. Product Dimensions: 1” x 11.5” Diameter. POP Display Dimensions: 21” x 12.25” x 12.25” (18)

AQUA CANNON™ #12210
Submerge an Aqua Cannon just beneath the surface of a pool or lake. Then, grasping the two
cutout handles, give it a quick pull backwards and out shoots a 1”-diameter geyser of water
as far as 30 feet! You can splash unsuspecting sunbathers with a torrent of water, or try to
hit other swimmers in mock battles. Or create contests to see who can shoot water the
furthest, highest or most accurately. And never worry about breaking it; it’s practically
indestructible and has no moving parts! POP of 24 assorted 2 colors. Ages 8 & Up!
Package Dimensions: 281/2” x 14” x 8”. Item Dimensions: 18” x 8” Diameter (24)

WATER POWERED FUN
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